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formalism on the cotangent bundle T’E under the affine action on the canonical two-form dpAdq 
of the additive group A\‘(E). L ocal description of this orbit amounts to the PoincarC Lemma for 
differential two-forms. We present an infinite-dimensional analog of these where the manifold E 
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of Yang-Mills rather than electromagnetic type, is also discussed. In this case the orbit turns out 
to be much simpler and “smaller” than the abelian one. 
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Introduction 
The motion of a charged particle in an external electromagnetic field is described 
by the equations: 
where: 3 is the particle mass; e is the particle charge; E is the external electric field: 
E = -V(d, (13 
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where p = p(q) is the electric potential; and 
a = (&,a2$3) (1.3) 
is the external magnetic field. It is well known that these motion equations are Hamil- 
tonian with respect to two related symplectic forms (see, e.g., [l, Sect. 20B, D]). In the 
first case, the symplectic form is: 
(1.4) 
where 
3 = Bldqz A dq3 t &dq3 A dql t B3dql A dq2 (l-5) 
is a closed two-form, and the Hamiltonian is: 
H(p 7 q) = (p12 + ecp 2m ’ (1.6) 
In the second case, the symplectic form is the standard one on T*R3: 
w = dpA dq, 
and the Hamiltonian is: 
(1.7) 
Z(p, q) = ” i_$2 + eq, 
where A = A(q) is the magnetic vector potential: 
d Aj 
Bi = -cijk- 
%k ’ 
(1.8) 
W) 
$jk being the totally antisymmetric tensor with ~123 = 1. These two representations 
are related by the transformation 
(P + Ahim, = (P)secmd , (1.10) 
since 
0 = dp~ dq + d(Adq) = d [(p + A)dq] = w. (1.11) 
This transformation is known as the principle of minimal interaction: to incorporate 
external magnetic field acting on a charged particle one either uses the old Hamiltonian 
and an appropriately modified symplectic form, or the old symplectic form and an ap- 
propriately modified Hamiltonian. These two approaches are, thus equivalent (locally; 
globally one can meet topological obstructions since the two-form 3 is closed but not 
necessarily exact.) Clearly, the specific form of the Hamiltonian is immaterial; what 
we are dealing with is the following fact of symplectic geometry: If the Poisson brackets 
{4i, !7jl = O, {Pi,Qjl = 6ij, {Pi,Pjl = &j(q) 
satisfy the Jacobi identities then there exists a transformation 
q = Q, hew = Pold + A(q) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
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which brings the “magnetic” Poisson brackets (1.12) into the canonical form 
{4i74j} = O, {Pi, Qjl = 6ij~ {Pi,Pj) = O* 
(1.14) 
This formulation is not far from making sense also in the field-theoretic context and not 
only in the symplectic one: all we have to do is to replace the finite-dimensional notion 
of classical Poisson brackets by the universal notion of a Hamiltonian structure. The 
latter (see, e.g., [5, Ch. 11) is typically a skew-symmetric matrix differential operator, 
say B, which assigns to each Hamiltonian H = H(z,v,w,,. . .) an evolution vector 
field _%H with the motion equations 
;=B g ; 
( > 
(1.15) 
the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket is replaced by the identity 
X{H,G} = [%&_?I 7 VH, G, (1.16) 
where the Poisson bracket {H, G} is defined naturally: 
{H,G} := jiH(G). (1.17) 
In the Hamiltonian language, the above-described fact of symplectic geometry becomes 
a finite-dimensional version of the following general 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 
B=(-; -:) (1.18) 
is a Hamiltonian matrix in the space with the fields (variables) q,p, and b is a skew 
symmetric matrix differential operator which is p-independent. Then there exists a 
transformation (1.13)) where A may depend upon z = (xl,. . . ,sm),q = (ql,. . . ,qn), 
and x-derivatives of q, which brings the Hamiltonian matrix B (1.18) into the canon- 
ical form: 
&an= (_; ;). (1.19) 
An explicit formula for A in terms of b is given by the expression: 
/ 
1 
A= dWb(d, 
0 
where R, is the dilatation: 
(1.20) 
RJf (x, q, qz, . . - )I := /(x, Eq, Es,. ..)a (1.21) 
In the zero-dimensional case of classical mechanics (i.e. when m = 0 and no Z’S are 
present), the condition for the matrix B (1.18) to be Hamiltonian is: 
db;j + abj, ablci _ o - - -_ 
aqk 8% +0qj ’ 
(1.22) 
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which means that the two-form 
X Z= -b;jdq; A dqj (1.23) 
is closed. Formula (1.20) th en reduces to a homotopy formula which furnishes a one- 
form Adq such that 
5 = d(Adq), (1.24) 
that is, 
(1.25) 
The later equation, (1.25), is precisely the condition that the Hamiltonian matrix B 
(1.18) can be brought into the canonical form B,,, (1.19) by the transformation (1.13). 
Hence, in the zero-dimensional case Theorem 1.1 amounts to the Poincare Lemma for 
differential two-forms: every closed form is locally exact. Thus, Theorem 1.1 can be 
considered as an infinite-dimensional analog of the Poincare Lemma for differential 
two-forms. We shall elaborate this point at the end of Section 2 and in the middle of 
Section 3. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next Section we derive, as an infinite- 
dimensional analog of equation (1.25), conditions on the map (1.13) under which this 
map brings the magnetic Hamiltonian matrix B (1.18) into the canonical form B,, 
(1.19). We also determine the “gauge degrees of freedom” of this map, i.e. how unique 
it is,-this is an infinite-dimensional analog of the form A dq in formula (1.24) being 
defined modulo a closed l-form. In Section 3 we first derive conditions on the matrix b 
which make the matrix B (1.18) into a Hamiltonian matrix. Then, as a preparation to 
the Proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 4, we prove directly an infinite-dimensional analog 
of the property 
d2 = 0 on l-forms. (1.26) 
The language of the paper is differential algebra. In the second half of Section 4 I 
explain what geometry lies behind the algebra. Section 5 is devoted to the nonabelian 
version of Theorem 1.1; the nonabelian case turns out to be much simpler than the 
abelian one, and Theorem 1.1 turns into a formula for the matrix b. 
2. Relations between A and b 
In this Section we derive a system of differential equations on A which is equivalent 
to the property of the map (1.13) to bring the magnetic Hamiltonian matrix B (1.18) 
into the canonical form (1.19). Th e map (1.13) pulls this off ijJ the following identity 
is satisfied ([a]): 
JBJ+ = B,,, (24 
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where: 
J= (Ll,;a) Y (2.2) 
is the FrCchet Jacobian of the map (1.13); “t” stands for the “adjoint”; and D,(A) is 
the Frechet derivative of the vector A: 
where the following standard notations from differential algebra ([5, Ch. 11) are used: 
d~:+T..@& UEZ+m, (24 
13, := d/dx,, 1 < s < m, (2.5) 
(r!“’ = 8C((l;), z Q; = f$? P-6) 
Multiplying through the matrices on the left-hand-side of the equation (2.1), we obtain 
Proposition 2.1. The map 
9 = 9, Pnew = ?‘old t A(q) 
brings the (a posterior-i Hamiltonian) matrix 
P-7) 
B=(_Y -:> 
into the canonical form 
B 
0 1 
can = 
( > -1 0 
P-8) 
(2.9) 
8 
b = &(A)- D,(A)+. 
In components, the matrix relation (2.10) is: 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
where 
(-a)0 := (-a$1 . . +-a,)~-. (2.12) 
In the zero-dimensional situation, the operator equation (2.10) reduces to the familiar 
equality (1.25) stating that the two-form z (1.23) is exact. 
Remark 2.1. Given b, how unique is the map (2.7) which brings the magnetic Hamil- 
tonian matrix B (2.8) into its canonical form B,, (2.9)? From formula (2.10) we see 
that such a map is unique modulo solutions of the equation 
D,(A)- D,(A)+ = 0, (2.13) 
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i.e., modulo those canonical automorphisms of the canonical Hamiltonian structure 
B,,, (2.9) which are of the form (2.7). From ([3, Section 21) one knows that every 
solution of the equation (2.13) (and, th us, every canonical automorphism of the type 
(2.7)) has the form 
(2.14) 
for arbitrary H = H(z,q,q,, . . .), and moreover, given A, one can construct an H 
satisfying equation (2.14) by the formula 
H= 
J 
1 
d&R,(Atq), (2.15) 
0 
where the operation R, is given by formula (1.20). 
3. Conditions on b for B to be Hamiltonian 
We start this Section with classification of Hamiltonian matrices of the magnetic 
form (2.8). 
Theorem 3.1. The matrix 
B-(9 _:), (3-l) 
where b is a p-independent skew-symmetric matrix differential operator, is Hamiltonian 
8 
f--[Y%(Z)] = F[b(z)] - ii@(Y)] (3.2) 
for any q,p-independent vectors Y and Z with components in arbitrary differential ring 
extension K’ I Ii := P(IP). Th e notation Y stands for an evolutionary derivation 
uniquely defined by its action on the vector q: 
F(q) := Y, (3.3) 
so that 
Proof. A skew-symmetric matrix differential operator B entering formula (1.15) is 
Hamiltonian iff ([3, Sect. 31) 
B -qY'ss(Z) = DQqY)]B(Z) - DV[B(Z)]B(Y) [a, 1 (3.5) 
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for arbitrary v-independent vectors Y, 2 with entries in arbitrary differential extension 
Ii’ I> K. Applying this criterion to the matrix B (3.1) we get 
(:)1B(H) = ytz - Ytx - Y%(Z), 
so that 
and hence, for the left-hand-side of the criterion (3.5) we obtain: 
B(66;:9 [(i+(l)] =(6[Y'b(i)],.5q)* 
On the other hand, 
which implies 
D [B(t)] =(-D*;(Y)] “o> 7 
and hence 
so that for the right-hand side of the criterion (3.5) we get 
(3.6) 
Comparing expressions (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain the desired formula (3.2) upon using 
the identity 
&(. ..)(Y) = ?(. . .) (3.8) 
which, in turn follows at once from the definition (2.3). (In fact, the expression (2.3) 
is a coordinate version of the invariant definition (3.8).) Cl 
Remark 3.1. In the zero-dimensional case, the characteristic criterion (3.2) collapses 
into the familiar equation (1.22). Indeed in this case we have 
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while 
(3.10) 
and since Y and 2 are arbitrary, ((3.9) = (3.10)) ifl the equality (1.22) is satis- 
fied. Thus, equation (3.2) is the infinite-dimensional analog of the two-form ‘i; (1.23) 
being closed. We have seen in the previous Section that equation (2.10) is the infinite- 
dimensional analog of the condition (1.25) for the two-form x to be exact. In the zero- 
dimensional case, the compatibility of these two conditions is equivalent to the property 
{d2 = 0 on differential one-forms}, (3.11) 
while the property 
{b is closed} lo* {% is exact} (3.12) 
is the Poincare Lemma for differential two-forms. We strive to prove the infinite- 
dimensional analog of this Poincare Lemma, namely that 
{b satisfies(3.2)) j (3 A such that b = D,(A) - Dq(A)+}. (3.13) 
To get a flavor of infinite-dimensional arguments needed to prove the implication (3.13), 
let us verify the infinite-dimensional analog of the property (3.11). 
Lemma 3.1. 
jb = D,(A) - D,(A)+} j {b satisfies (3.2)). 
Proof. For b = D,(A)-D,(A)+, we have 
Pb(Z)= Yt[&(A)- &(A)+](Z) 
- Y%(A)(Z) - Z%(A)(Y), 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
where 
a-0 (3.17) 
means that a belongs to 
ImD := g*rn& (3.18) 
s=l 
(informally, a N 0 means that we get zero after “integration by parts” of a), and in the 
transforming (3.15) into (3.16) we used the defining property of adjoint operators: if 0 
is a (matrix differential) operator then 
Y%+(Z) - ZfO(Y), VY, 2. (3.19) 
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(All differential-algebraic constructions employed in this proof can be found in 
[5, Ch. I], or [3, Section 21.) Since 
&(ImD) = 0, (3.20) 
from (3.16) we obtain 
&[YtV)l = -$-‘.(A)(z) - Z%(A)(Y)1 [by (3.8>1 
= f-[Yt&A) - &(A)] = -$@AtY) - ?(AtZ)] 
[z(AtY) - ?(Ab)]. 
Now, since 2 is q-independent, 
d a _&2_-_ 
aq@) aqw ’ 
Vu E z+“, 
and since 2 is an evolution derivation, 
P.z = &a, Va E z+“. 
Hence, 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
{since[D,(A)$; = [Dq(A);j]+ = D,,(A;)t} (3.24) 
= $&(A)+(Y)]. (3.25) 
Substituting this expression into (3.21), we get 
~wwl = mm+P)l - mw)+w1 (3.261) 
= p ([&(A) - &(A)+](Z)) - 2 (&(A) - &(A)+](y)) (3.26r) 
+ 2 P,Gw)I - F P,Gwv * (3.27) 
Formula (3.26) shows that our matrix b satisfies the desired criterion (3.2) provided 
the expression (3.27) vanishes: 
2 &(A)(Y)] - p [Q(A)(Z)] = 0. 
It does indeed: 
(3.28) 
2 [&(A)(Y)] - p [&(A)(Z)] Iby (3-g)] 
= %(A) - p@A) = [z,?](A) = 0 
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since 
[Z,F]=O: (3.29) 
the evolution derivations 2 and p commute since 2 and Y are q-independent. 0 
4. Infinite-dimensional PoincarC Lemma 
In this Section we prove the implication (3.13) and, thus, Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose b satisfies the equation 
;[Ytb(z)] = p[b(z)] - z[b(Y)], VY,Z E K’“. 
Then 
b = D,(A) - D,(A)+, 
where 
1 
A= J d4[%)1- 0
Proof. The desired equality (4.2) is equivalent to the equality 
Ytb(Z) = Yt[D,(A) - &(A)+](Z), VY,Z E A-‘“, 
which, in turn, is equivalent ([3, Sect. 21) to the relation 
Y%(Z) - Yt[D,(A) - Dq(A)+](Z), VY,Z E K’” 
By formula (3.19), the relation (4.4) is equivalent to the relation 
Ytb(Z) - Y%,(A)(Z) - Z%,(A)(Y), VY, 2 E K”. 
We have: 
Y%,(A)(Z) [by (3.8)] = Yt&A) = @YtA) [by (4.3)] 
(J 
1 
=Z &R,[Ytb(q)] [since bt = -61 
0 > 
- - ol &it (R&+6(Y)]) J 
[since, by (1.21), gR, = ERGS, VZ E K”] 
= - /,I &cR, (&$6(Y)]) 
= - j)eR, (z”b(Y)+d@@)$ 
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Substituting expression (4.7), and the similar expression with Y and 2 interchanged, 
into the relation (4.5), we arrive at the following relation to be verified for VY, 2 E K’n: 
Ytb(Z) Ztb(Y) - q%[b(Y)] (4.81) 
+ Ytb(Z) + &[b(Z)]) [since bt = -b] 
Wb(z) + qt { p[b(Z)] - i$b(Y)]}) [by (4-l)] 
= I1 dccR, (2Y”b(Z) + n$[Ytb(z)]) . (4.8r) 
Now let R^ be the radial evolution derivation: 
&7) = !7, 
so that 
(4.9) 
Lemma 4.1. For any H = H(z,q,q,, . . .), 
qtz -Z(H). 
Proof. For any evolution derivation 2, we have ([3, Sect. 23) 
2?(H) - xt!& 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
and formula (4.11) follows from the equality (4.9). Alternatively, 
Substituting formula (4.11) into the sought after relation (4.8) we reduce the latter 
to the relation 
Ytb(Z) ~~1drsR,{(2+Q)[Y’b(Z)]}, VY, z E Ii”. (4.13) 
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Lemma 4.2. For any H = H(~,q,q,, . . .), 
~ldC~~R,{[(rtl)~+Z](~)} = H. (4.14) 
Proof. It is enough to check the identity (4.14) on monomial H’s of the form 
then 
H = ,+). . .q!b$ 
(1 $1 
(4.15) 
R^(H) = 1H = deg(H)H, 
so that 
[(T + 1)l + g](H) = [r + I + deg(H)]H, 
and hence 
J1 dcc’R, {[(T + 1>1 + *I(H)} = [T t 1 t deg(H)I J1 d~~‘RdH) 
0 0 
= [r + 1 + deg(H)] J ’ der’ed”gfH)H = H. Cl 0
Applying formula (4.14) for the case {T = 1 and H = Y%(Z)} we obtain the desired 
formula (4.13). Cl 
Remark 4.1. At the price of making the paper boring and unreadable for all but 
one or two specialists in the geometric calculus of variations, the Poincare Lemma and 
its Proof could have been formulated invariantly, in the language of differential forms 
on jet bundles. Rather than contributing to the annals of impenetrable mathematics, I 
sketch below a few simple ideas which will, I hope, enable the reader to grasp what’s 
going on geometrically. I 
Let E be a manifold with local coordinates (qi) and let 
w= c w, . ..i. hi1 8 . . . @ hi, 
be an element of A’(E) 8 .+. 8 A’(E) = /\‘(E)@‘[. 
(4.16) 
Proposition 4.1. w is skew-symmetric and closed iff 
where 
6(7(W) = 0, (4.17) 
r/w := c (41 . ..il h, a%, - . . . at, at1 dt, A . . . A dt, (4.18) 
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a’s a horizontal l-form on the l-jet bundle of the trivial bundle E x I!%’ + R’, and 6 is 
the basic operation of the geometric calculus of variations. 
(I use here the following fact from the calculus of variations: given L = L(z, q, q*, . . .), 
the components of the vector of variational derivatives of L, 6L/6q, comprise the in- 
variant object 
6(L) = f-$dq A dmx = c gdqi A dmx, 
i 
6q; 
(4.19) 
where L is the “density”, and C is the “true” Lagrangian: 
c := Ldmx, (4.20) 
where 
dmx := dxl A.. . A dxm.) 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose v E Al(E) and 
(4.21) 
w = du. (4.22) 
Then 
~22~ = Tidrlv + TldTiv, 
where (i 1) and (1 i) denote the 
(Similar formulae hold for 1 > 
(4.23) 
order of embedding of R1 x R1 into R2. 
1). 
Thus, closed differential forms turn, under the injective maps r(...), into trivial (i.e., 
with vanishing variational derivatives) Lagrangians, while exact differential forms turn 
into “divergences”. In this language the statement {d2 = 0) reads “every divergence is 
a trivial Lagrangian” while the Poincard Lemma {every closed form is locally exact} 
reads “every trivial Lagrangian is locally a divergence”. The translated statements 
make sense by themselves even in field-theoretic situation; here one has a bundle 
n:E-+M, (4.24) 
instead of just the manifold E, with xl,. . . , xm being local coordinates in M and 
a,*-* , qn being local coordinates in the fibers of a. Denote 
rk : J”?r + M (4.25) 
the bundle of k-jets (i.e., classes of tangency of order 2 /c) of local sections of the 
bundle ?r, with the natural local coordinates in the fibers of ?rk denoted by {qiC’ 1 Ial := 
CT1 + . . . •t- (T, < k}. The role of differential l-forms on E is now played by the set of 
classes of equivalence of polylinear forms 
(4.26) 
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acting on I-tuples of evolution derivations 21,. . . ,?l, with values in the set of La- 
grangians modulo the trivial forms: 
Rx0 e 
{ 
qj;_,,... ,_%l) x 0 (i.e., is a “divergence”), V_%r, . . . , _%l 
> 
, 
(4.27) 
and subject to the skewsymmetry conditions 
qji,, . . . ,2&& ,... ,Z[) M -qz, )... ,Z&_l)... ,Q. (4.28) 
Here comes an analogy with characterization of closed I-forms in Proposition 4.1: 
Proposition 4.3. R is a skewsymmetric (satisfies (4.28)) and dfl M 0 ifJ 
qq,n> = 0, 
where 
(4.29) 
(4.29) 
with 
Yl = xm+17*** 7Yl = “rn+l (4.30) 
being 1 new (independent) local coordinates in the base of the extended bundle T x 1 : 
E x IR’ +A4 x IPA’. 
Also, since 
R x 0 =S 3QR) x 0, V2, I = 0, (4.31) 
it follows that 
Q2xO =k?(n)=o, V?, any 1. (4.32) 
Hence, from the classical formula of differential geometry: 
X(w) = X]dw + d(XJu), (4.33) 
if follows by induction on 1 that 
RxO+dQ=O. (4.34) 
And that’s, more or less, it. We have set up most of the ingredients of the variational 
analog of the de Rham complex on E. The variational Poincare Lemma, 
{dR = 0) 3 {locally (over E) R M d!P}, (4.35) 
follows from the standard homotopy construction (the radial evolution derivation %? 
(4.10) is a remainder of it) extracted in the usual way from the “formula for the 
first variation” for 52. This formula is the variational analog of the zero-dimensional 
(unfortunately, misleading) formula (4.33): 
g(n) - [s(n)](z) M 0, VZ, (4.36) 
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where 652 is supposed to be a homomorphism (i.e., a differential operator of order zero) 
in X, i.e., 
PG-olm = f WNj;')~ Vf = f(w7,%,.4, (4.37) 
where the evolution derivation E is defined by the condition: 
fx = fZ on C”(E), 
or, in the coordinate notation of the main body of the paper, 
(4.38) 
E(q) = M(= f%)). (4.39) 
The main technical problem of the calculus of variations is to construct the right- 
hand side of the formula (4.36) globally. Locally there is no problem: it is called “in- 
tegration by parts” in textbooks on calculus. For the simplest case 2 = 0, the classical 
calculus of variations, this can be illustrated by the following local calculation: for _? 
given by formula (3.4), 
and L given by formula (4.20), we have 
(4.40) 
= 
c dmzXiz = (gdq A d”r) (a?) = [a(L)](Z)* E 
We see from this calculation that one has to use throughout the calculus the projection 
modulo x (“integration by parts” in local language), which makes the coefficients OT1l.:: 
in (4.26) vanish unless err = 0. It is compression of information due to this projection 
that constitutes the second major technical problem in the calculus of variations. The 
third problem arises from the objects of the calculus, R (4.26), differing from the 
usual differential forms in that they do not act in skew-symmetric way on all vector 
fields but only on evolution ones, so localizations at points (polycovectors) are a priori 
meaningless; thus, one has to take into account nontrivial geometric objects naturally 
associated with jet bundles, such as the annihilator of the normalizer of the Lie algebra 
of evolution derivations (the so-called Cartan distribution), locally generated by the 
contact Cartan forms 
&!“) 
z (4.41) 
The interested reader can consult [4, Ch. 21, where the cases 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 are 
worked out geometrically. Here I just mention that Proposition 4.3 and the Poincare 
Lemma (4.35) imply that 
(4.42) 
and that if 
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(4.43) 
then 
A = g for some L (locally over E). 
69 
(4.44) 
Formulae (4.42)-(4.44) g ive a complete solution of the so-called “inverse problem of the 
calculus of variations”. As Manin noticed ([5, Ch. I]), equation (4.43) can be rewritten 
in the form (2.13). Th e reader may find it instructive to verify that the criterion (3.2) 
is equivalent to the statement: 
(4.45) 
by Proposition 4.3, this equality means simply that 
[C dq; 8 b;,(dpj)] A dmz is closed, 
where 
(4.46) 
( ) c b”d” (dqj) := c b”dp, tlbO = b”(z,q,qz )... ). (4.47) d B 
Remark 4.2. In geometric terms, the classical minimal interaction principle describes 
in symplectic language the orbit of the Hamiltonian formalism on the cotangent bun- 
dle T*E under the affine action of the additive group A’(E) on the form dp A dq E 
A’(T*E). Our infinite-dimensional generalization can be immediately converted into a 
similar geometric language if one replaces: T*E by the cotangent bundle T*n (see [4, 
Ch. 31) whose sections correspond to horizontal (with respect to 7r) m-forms on E; and 
A’(E) by maximally horizontal (m + 1)-forms on JOOR := lim proj Jk(r). 
5. Nonabelian Case 
If, instead of the external field being electromagnetic, a charged particle finds itself 
in a Yang-Mills field (see [l, Ch. III]), th e corresponding magnetic Poisson brackets 
(1.12) take the form 
where: fzo are the structure constants of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra G in some 
basis; A? = A?(q) and F; = F:(q) are some (e,p)-independent functions; we sum 
over repeated nonfixed indices. The electromagnetic case (1.12) corresponds to G being 
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one-dimensional abelian. The nonabelian problem of minimal interaction is to make an 
invertible change of variables of the form 
e = e, 9 = Q, Pnew = Pold + e#(q> (54 
which brings the Poisson brackets (5.1) into the canonical form 
{e cu7cp) = &c,, {e,,qi) = 0, {e,,p;) = 0, (5.3a) 
{%,!?j} = 0, {Pi,Qjl = hj, {Pi,PJ = 0. (5.3b) 
We shall see presently that, in contrast to the abelian case, the nonabelian problem is 
trivial. First let us dispose of the Jacobi identities. It is easy to see that the equalities 
Ue ol,ep),pi} + {{p~~e~~,ep} - {{p~,ep~,e~} = 0 (54 
amount to the Jacobi identities on the set of the structure constants &, which are 
satisfied since G is a Lie algebra. Equally easy is to verify that the equalities 
{{Pi,Pjl,Pk} + {{P.i7Pd,Pi} + {{Pk,Pil,Pj} = 0 (5.5) 
are equivalent to the equations 
(5.6) 
There are no other relations required to satisfy the Jacobi identities. So far we have 
just a nonabelian version of the closedness conditions (1.22). But something interesting 
happens when we transform the Poisson brackets (5.1) under the map (5.2) and demand 
that the new brackets be of the canonical form (5.3). To begin with, denoting 
-. p *= Pnew, (5.7) 
we have 
0 = {piyea} = (pitepSf,ea) = f&+A~t $f&ey 
= f$e7(Ae - S;“), 
so that, assuming that the adjoint representation of G is faithful, we get 
S” = Aa. 
Next, 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
0 = {K,Pj} = {p; t epA$,pj t e,Al} 
(5.10) 
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so that 
(5.11) 
All the other Poisson brackets in the new coordinates obviously satisfy formulae (5.3). 
Thus, in formula (5.11) we got a nonabelian version of the exactness conditions (1.25), 
with a new twist that the parameters {AT} of the desired transformation are not 
just related to the curvature {q} by the relation (5.11) but are already present in 
the original Poisson brackets (5.1). In other words, the desired transformation of the 
nonabelian Poisson brackets (5.1) into the canonical form (5.3) is unique and involves 
only algebraic operations; this is very different from the abelian case where we have 
the set of all the Lagrangians serving as gauge degrees of freedom (2.14). 
We conclude by deriving an infinite-dimensional analog of formula (5.11). Let G be 
a Lie algebra, this time not necessarily over R (or c) but over K := Coo(Rm); in other 
words, a differential Lie algebra (for example, the Lie algebra of vector fields in II&?). 
Let 
B, := B(G) (5.12) 
be the Hamiltonian matrix naturally associated to (the dual space of) 6 by the formula 
(see [3, Sect. 3]), 
vg1,gz E 6, (5.13) 
where N = dim&. Then the Hamiltonian matrix B can in the space of variables e, q,p: 
B,,= (4 _; ;) (5.14) 
corresponds, in the zero-dimensional case, to the Poisson brackets (5.3). To deduce 
the general form of the nonabelian Hamiltonian matrices which, in zero dimensions, 
correspond to the Poisson brackets (5.1), we shall work backwards and apply to the 
matrix B,, (5.14) the transformation 
e = e, Q = Q, (Pold =) P = P - O(e), (5.15) 
where 0 is an 7~ x N (e,p)-independent matrix differential operator. Obviously, in zero 
dimensions formula (5.15) reduces to formula (5.2). The FrQchet Jacobian of the map 
(5.15) is: 
J= ( 
1 0 0 -i -D,&e)] Y (5.16) 
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Hence, using formula (2.1), we obtain 
& 
B = JB,,,Jt = 0 (5.17) 
-0B, -1 -b 
where 
b = Dq[U(e)] - Dq[U(e)]t - UB,Ut. (5.18) 
Formula (5.17) is a nonabelian generalization of the abelian matrix (3.1), while formula 
(5.18) is the desired infinite-dimensional analog of formula (5.11). When 0 is a matrix 
of functions rather differential operators, 
[o(e>]i = ecuA:, 
formula (5.18) simplifies to 
(5.19) 
b = e,Dp(A”) - D,(A”)tecy - Aat(B,),pAP, (5.20) 
which is closer to the abelian formula (2.10). 
I leave it to the reader to derive an infinite-dimensional analog of formula (5.6) 
by checking the Hamiltonian criterion (3.5) for the matrix B (5.17) in which b is 
an arbitrary skew-symmetric p-independent e-linear matrix differential operator not 
necessarily of the form (5.18). 
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